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Dear Friends,

I grew up listening to Top 40 Radio. I vividly remember the music 
blaring from my sister’s room every Sunday afternoon as a national 
DJ highlighted the most popular songs of the week. Within the 
span of a few hours, the massive genre of pop music was simplified 
for listeners. By being selective, something overwhelming was 
rendered understandable.

The Bible can be intimidating. It contains some 750,000 
words in its 66 books. So is there some way to make Scripture 
more approachable for the average reader?

The Bible is full of facts. But intuitively, readers of the Bible 
are looking for more than mere information; they long for 
transformation.

Scripture contains the eternal truth of God. But is there some 
means by which the magnitude of the Bible can be rendered into a 
more personal message?

The Good Book: 40 Chapters That Reveal the Bible’s Biggest Ideas 
is designed to open the message of the entire Bible by focusing 
on forty chapters. These select chapters capture the essence of 
Scripture  and simplify the profound message of God’s love for 
all people.

I am thrilled to share with you this sample of The Good Book. 
My simple prayer is that people would encounter the eternal love 
of God in the pages of Scripture.

100,000 Blessings,

Deron
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Introduction

“The Holy Scriptures are the road signs; Christ is the way.”
Malcolm Muggeridge, Jesus Rediscovered

The young woman standing before me was a spiritual blank slate. 
She had no reference point to begin her journey toward God, 
no experience, no context. She approached me after a worship 
gathering on a Sunday morning. This was her first time in church. 
Not her first time in this church. Her first time in any church…
ever. 

In a matter of seconds, she gave me a rough idea of her 
thoughts about God. It wasn’t that she didn’t believe in God. She 
didn’t know what to believe about God. From her point of view, 
God never struck her as urgent, relevant or worth serious consid-
eration. In short, she had no God-history. Certain unwelcomed 
events had recently entered her life prompting her to consider the 
Christian faith. So, she found herself in church and talking to me.

Almost two decades ago, George Hunter gave a name for those 
with no God-history and “no Christian memory.” From the word 
“agnostic,” a term for those who view God as unknowable, Hunter 
coined the term “ignostic” to describe someone ignorant on the 
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8 TheGoodBook

subject of God.1 An ignostic may willingly admit God is know-
able, but he or she doesn’t have the first clue of how or where to 
begin a search for Him.

The young lady’s first question to me was simple: “Is there a 
book I can read that can tell me what you believe about God?” The 
answer is, of course, the Bible. While the right answer, I secretly 
wondered if it was the best answer. If the Bible is intimidating 
even to the most adept readers, imagine how impossible it would 
seem to her, a first-time reader. On top of that, the Bible is noto-
riously easy to misinterpret, especially when lone verses are lifted 
out-of-context.

I firmly believe the Scripture contains infinite resource for 
knowing God and understanding life. But practically, where 
should a new reader begin? And how can anyone decipher the 
bizarre names, far-away places, and culture of the distant past? 
Who is willing to guide us in grasping the simple truths of God’s 
love, the necessity of a life-changing experience with Him, and the 
promise of forgiveness and a fresh start?

The Bible is like the ocean, according to an old metaphor. 
The ocean is so deep in places that no person, however capable 
a swimmer, could survive its depths. But at the same time, the 
ocean touches the land in places so shallow even a toddler can play 
safely. The small waves lapping the beach are gentle and harmless 
to the innocent child. Anyone who has visited the beach has seen 
first-hand how the ocean is both intimidating and approachable.

The Bible is never exhausted. Even after a lifetime of study, 
the most brilliant theologians admit they have only begun to 
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Introduction 9

plumb the depths. After centuries of Christian intelligence and 
insight, the fathoms of Scripture are nowhere near charted. Yet 
simultaneously, we can approach the Bible in ways that are safe 
and enjoyable. Anyone can pick up a Bible and begin to encounter 
truth that is nothing short of life-changing.

This simple volume—The Good Book: 40 Chapters That Reveal 
the Bible’s Biggest Ideas—will serve as a tangible guide to the best-
known passages of Scripture. These seminal stories and direct 
teachings form the basis of the faith we know as Christianity. By 
no means can a single volume explore the deepest reaches of the 
Bible. This guidebook is equivalent to throwing a beach towel over 
the shoulder and taking a stroll amidst the surf.

The recommended chapters are more art than science. My 
experience as a pastor and my journey as a follower of Jesus have 
informed my recommendations. Often people who did not grow 
up in church complain about not knowing the Bible. Through 
many conversations, I have asked people to help me understand 
what they don’t understand about the Bible. I have talked with 
parents who confess that they feel their children know more of the 
Bible than they do and wish they had a safe place to ask questions 
in a judgement-free environment.

These people have even recounted feeling ignorant when 
everyone else seems to be in the know. Psalm 23 is quoted at a 
funeral. But what does it really mean? 1 Corinthians 13 is read 
softly at a wedding. But who wrote these words and where are they 
found in the Bible? Who is Samson and what did he do? What is 
this I hear about Noah and a big boat?
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10 TheGoodBook

The chapters which you are about to meet are the sections 
of Scripture that, in my opinion, are absolutely essential. To 
understand the Beatles, it is essential to be familiar with the White 
Album. To know the Eagles, Hotel California is a must. The primer 
for meeting Beethoven his Piano Sonatas. In other words, to know 
these artists is to readily recognize these pieces of music.  

Likewise, the Bible contains some sections that every follower 
of Jesus should recognize instantly. Not only should you know these 
chapters, but you can know these chapters. In a matter of only two 
months, you will at long last recognize the rhythm and tap your 
toe to the cadence of the song of Scripture. As I have taught these 
chapters many times in my own church, I enjoy watching the faces 
light up, when for the first time, someone experiences reading the 
Bible with understanding instead of insecurity. 

As a matter of good practice, I encourage you to read the rec-
ommended chapters of the Bible first. Each recommended chapter 
will take in the neighborhood of five minutes to read. Then, after 
reading the Bible chapter in its entirety, read my brief explora-
tion of that chapter. Finally, I would encourage you to re-read the 
chapter again with the benefit of knowing a bit more about the 
chapter’s context and content. 

Before you dive into the breakers of the Bible, I wish to illu-
minate a few important terms. These phrases will not only serve 
beginners well but will also act as valuable reminders to those with 
greater exposure to the Bible. 

Throughout this volume I refer to the Older Testament and 
the New Testament Scripture. The Older Testament is the faith 
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Introduction 11

history of the Hebrew people. In our culture old often means 
obsolete, while older implies a bit of experience. These 39 books 
were written in the Hebrew language by the Jewish community 
who believed in God prior to the coming of Jesus. Without the 
Older Testament we would have great difficulty appreciating and 
understanding the New Testament. 

The New Testament is a collection of 27 books written in the 
Greek language by the first followers of Jesus, containing God’s 
renewed plan to bring humanity into a relationship with Himself. 

Because the Bible was originally written in ancient languages, 
we must rely on translations into our modern language to make 
the Bible accessible. This guide will utilize the 2017 Christian 
Standard Version.

The 40 chapters we will discuss and discover are broken down 
into eight weeks of reading. Each week, we will cover five chapters 
under one theme which is both biblical and applicable. My hope is 
that it becomes evident to you that the terms biblical and real-life 
are not opposites, but synonymous. The Bible is important not 
only for its status as an ancient document, but as a collection of 
writings which prepares us to meet the eternal God in the midst of 
our contemporary lives.

Week one deals with beginnings. Where do we come from? 
Are you an accident of the universe or did a loving God intention-
ally create you? If we are loved by God, then how did the world 
become the way it is today? The world feels broken. Life seems to 
lack something. By understanding the origins of our race and the 
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12 TheGoodBook

sin we introduced to the world, we also see the beginnings of God’s 
plan to restore all things through Christ.

Week two addresses life’s untidiness. As God’s people, the Jews 
experienced slavery at the hands of the Egyptians. So we too seem 
to be oppressed by forces beyond our control. Yet, even in the 
chaos, God is at work. He is in the middle of our mess. We are 
never out of his mind or beyond his rescuing reach.

Week three explores the immensity of God. Theologians use 
words such as transcendence to encapsulate all about God which 
we cannot understand. I am content to simply declare that God 
is big. God is not only bigger than we think; he is bigger than we 
can think. 

During week four we will grapple with one of the least under-
stood portions of Scripture—the prophets. These are enigmatic 
people. But with only a little explanation, we will see these counter- 
cultural people, who were so out of step with their time—and out 
of step with ours—are the very people that point us through the 
chaos back to our Creator. 

Week five and week six will begin our journey through the 
New Testament. The Older Testament looks forward to the com-
ing of Jesus. The New Testament is a record of His reality. The 
four gospels—what I call spiritual biographies of Jesus—are the 
heartbeat of the Bible. Indeed, two weeks is not enough. However 
these ten chapters from the gospels offer a first glance at Jesus’ 
identity and the events key to understanding His life.

Week seven gives just a taste of the after-effects of Jesus’ arrival. 
We see the birth of the church and its first step to becoming a 
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global movement. Then we will step beyond history to see the end 
of all things. The Bible begins in a garden; it culminates in a city. 
The image we are left with at the end of the book of Revelation is 
God’s people who have finally managed to arrive home after a long 
and lonely absence.

Finally, week eight is a bit of a catch-all week. Here we will 
sample some of the most important writers in the Bible. Paul is 
a name with which I hope you become familiar. He wrote more 
books in the New Testament than any other single writer. He had a 
lot to say. Others play a smaller role (like James and John) but their 
contribution to Christian thought cannot be sold short.

What is it that ties all forty of these chapters together? If these 
are just forty random chapters of the Bible, I believe I would be 
doing you a disservice. I dread to think that at the end of eight 
weeks you are more confused than ever about what the Bible holds.

Early one morning, I was waiting in line at my favorite coffee 
spot. A woman entered the store who was visually impaired, in 
fact completely blind. As she walked across the room tapping her 
walking stick on the floor, I decided to be helpful. When she was 
a dozen or so feet away, I told her that I was at her 10 o’clock and 
that I was at the end of the ordering line. As we stood together in 
line, we struck up a conversation. She was on her way to the state 
capital with some colleagues to lobby for the sake of the visually 
impaired community.

“In fact, I am meeting some friends here,” she said.
With that she tapped her walking stick on the tile of the coffee 

shop. Across the room, I now noticed a three or four of her friends. 
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14 TheGoodBook

Instantly their heads swung around to look—even though they 
could not see. One of them took his cane and rapped it in response 
on the tiles under his table. They had found one another. Had I 
not been at the center of the action, I would have never noticed 
their taps. And I knew what their taps meant. In three of four taps 
each they had sent the message, “I am here. I am here.”

The forty chapters that follow not only cover a great deal of the 
story of the Bible, and not only do they capture the most essential 
themes of the Bible. More than that, with each chapter and with 
each week, I hope you meet Someone on the other side of the page 
you are reading. I hope you sense a tap. I hope you sense the pres-
ence of God beyond the page saying to you, “I am here. I am here.” 

The evangelist Robert Sumner tells the story of a Kansas City 
man involved in an explosion. The accident left him badly burned. 
Tragically, the man lost the use of his hands and the sight in both 
of his eyes. Only recently had he become a Jesus-follower. His 
new-found joy of reading the Bible was no longer possible being 
unable to see the pages with his eyes or feel Braille with his hands. 

This Kansas City man learned of a woman in England who had 
taught herself to read Braille using her lips. Even then, the nerve 
endings on his lips were too damaged to distinguish the Braille 
characters. On a final attempt to read Braille with his lips, the man’s 
tongue happened to brush the page. Instantly, the man realized 
he possessed the means to read the Bible after all. According to 
Sumner’s account, the man has since read the Bible cover to cover 
four times using only his tongue.2 Few of us face the obstacles this 
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man encountered in order to read the Bible. What, if anything, 
stands in the way of you reading the Bible for yourself?

As you begin, remember the ultimate benefit of reading the 
Scripture is not greater familiarity with the Bible, but a deeper 
intimacy with God, the ultimate Subject of the Scripture. The 
Bible, from first word to last, points to the person of Jesus. My 
simple prayer is that you will encounter the eternal love of God in 
the pages of the Scripture.

Q u e s t i o n  f o r  R e f l e c t i o n

2 Timothy 3:16-17: All Scripture is God-breathed and is useful for 
teaching, rebuking, correcting and training in righteousness, so that 
the servant of God may be thoroughly equipped for every good work.

Don’t miss the promise and the importance of reading the 
Bible: If we know the Scripture, we will never be at a loss for how 
to handle life.

What do you believe will be your greatest challenge in reading 
the Bible?
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Week 1: In the Beginning

D A Y  1

You Are More Like God 
Than You Think

Genesis 1

You are more like God than anything else God created. At times, 
you might feel worthless. Perhaps this is why the Bible’s first chap-
ter sends the unmistakable message that you are priceless. Even on 
days when you feel barely human, you are, in fact, more divine 
than anything else in existence. 

Speaking of feeling as though you are barely human, I assure 
you that I face my own set of challenges. No matter how much 
Scripture I read nor how hard I pray, progress seems slow and 
halting when it comes to a problem that bedevils me.  What’s my 
difficulty? It’s that my personality seems to gravitate toward worst 
case scenarios, making me struggle with worry and fear. My mind 
is adept at conjuring negative outcomes for any given situation. 
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Though the Bible is peppered with “fear nots”—indeed it is the 
most common command in all of Scripture—and though Jesus 
repeated this injunction on several occasions, I still struggle. My 
apprehensions seemed to have only grown with the years. I am 
constantly concerned for my family, about making ends meet, and 
about the group of people I help lead. I tend to obsess over all the 
things I cannot control. 

My lack of progress could be interpreted as a spiritual failure 
on my part. And perhaps in some ways it is. But in another way, 
my struggle offers me an ongoing opportunity to learn to depend 
on God each day. Without this struggle I might fall into the trap 
of thinking I could handle life without the Lord’s help. 

Even on days when I face my worst bouts of worry, when I 
feel as though I don’t exemplify my faith, I am still the closest 
representative of God in all creation. And the same is true of you. 
Even in your worst moments, you are more like God than the best 
of the rest of creation.

When we read Genesis 1, it would be easy to become side-
tracked from this truth by focusing on lesser ideas. For instance, 
people have long debated the age of the universe. If it were essen-
tial to our faith to know the exact date of creation, I suspect God 
would have shared it with us. He did not. Nevertheless, many 
modern readers and heavy thinkers dig into Genesis 1 and imme-
diately debate the age of the cosmos. Answers range from billions 
of years to a mere 6,000.

A 17th century thinker by the name of John Lightfoot estimated 
that God began creating the heavens and the earth in the fall of the 
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You Are More Like God Than You Think 19

year 3929 bc. How’s that for accuracy! At this point, there is little 
to gain from such speculation. Entertaining such theories would 
distract from the wonderful truth contained in the first chapter of 
the first book of the Bible: You bear a striking resemblance to your 
Creator.

Instead of the when of creation, Genesis 1 would have us focus 
on the who of creation. Though dates and statistics elude us, we are 
led to the certainty that there is a Divine personality at work. “In 
the beginning God….” (Genesis 1:1).

The first glimpse we are given of God in the Bible leaves an 
indelible imprint on our soul—God is creative. His creativity is 
evident throughout the visible world. Creation is both infinitely 
large and infinitesimally small. And God is responsible for all of 
it! The heart of a hummingbird weighs a fraction of an ounce 
and beats 800 times per minute. By contrast, the heart of a whale 
weighs over one thousand pounds and is the size of a compact car.1 

God’s creation is vast. Imagine you hold in your lap an atlas 
of the universe. Each page contains the picture of a single galaxy, 
some spiraled, others elliptical, still others irregular. All of them 
stunning. You begin to flip through your universal atlas at the rate 
of one page every second. To go from cover to cover would require 
some 10,000 years.

God’s creation contains variety. When God created trees, 
he did not merely create one kind of tree. In the Amazon jungle 
alone, there are 3,000 known species. 

The only word that comes close to describing the fullness of 
God’s creative genius is the word majestic. In its majesty, all of creation 
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mirrors something of its Creator. The same whale mentioned earlier 
communicates with other whales via a low frequency hum. Two 
whales are capable of carrying on a conversation though separated 
by 6,000 miles of water.2 Indeed, majesty does come to mind. And 
residing atop the majesty scale is humanity—you and me.

Along with the who of creation, Genesis 1 also addresses the 
how of creation. God speaks and existence explodes into being. 
God’s verbal big-bang is the source for everything from quasars to 
quarks and lightening to lightening bugs.   

As you read Genesis 1, notice the rhythm and order of creation. 
There is a beautiful arrangement and symmetry to God’s creative 
activity. What he forms in the first three days, he correspondingly 
fills in the three days that follow. Day 1 finds him creating light 
and dark. Day 4 he fills what he forms with sun, stars, moon, and 
meteors. Day 2 God forms the sky and sea, followed by the filling 
of this creation with birds and fish on Day 5. Day 3 witnesses God 
forming land, only to inhabit it with all sorts of creatures on Day 
6. Forming and filling.

Included in Day 6 is us. Whereas God starts simple, creating 
light and darkness, as his creative activity continues, His forma-
tions become increasingly complex. God culminates with the 
creation of humanity, his most intricate invention. 

Genesis 1 is clear: The pinnacle of God’s creative work is man 
and woman. In God’s eyes nothing in the created order is more 
impressive. Nothing else could serve as the ultimate fruit of his 
forming power.  Genesis 1:27 offers, “So God created man in his 
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own image; he created him in the image of God, he created them 
male and female.” 

What could it mean to be made in the image of God? Thinkers 
and theologians have wrestled with this question for centuries. 

Here’s a small example. Though I love my children equally, 
I have a unique relationship with my son, Seth. In many ways—
body-build, attitude, humor, and appearance—Seth captures 
my essence in his smaller form. Sometimes I can almost read his 
thoughts. You could say that he bears my image. 

So it is between God and human beings. We bear his image 
in our smaller frame. Internally, we resemble him because we have 
a spirit and God is spirit. We are more than mere physical beings. 
This spiritual element (or soul, if you prefer) may be invisible, but 
it exists none-the-less. 

Externally, we bear God’s image because of our capacity to 
experience relationships. That reflects God’s own desire to be in 
relationship with us. We have an in-built need and desire to relate 
to God and other humans because we were created in his image. 
That’s what allows us to enjoy intimacy with him.

Many people wonder whether Adam and Eve were the only 
people directly created by God. In later chapters of the Bible, their 
descendants go off and meet other people east of Eden. Where did 
these people come from?

All history is selective. No history book in the world could pos-
sibly record every event surrounding a given historical occurrence. 
Likewise, the Bible is selective. But we trust that while the Bible’s 
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content is selective, it is also significant. God shares the people and 
events that best lead us to a better understanding of Him. 

Genesis 1 reveals two essential truths about who you are. First, 
you are not an accident. You are not the result of cosmic chance; 
you are an intentional and individual creation of God. Second, you 
were created by God as an act of love. God is far from indifferent 
when it concerns you. We share ourselves only with those we care 
about.  God allotted the best part of himself—his image—with 
you and me. Nothing else in all creation can make this claim. 

So relish this life, knowing that when God sees you, he can’t 
help but see a reflection and resemblance of himself.  

Q u e s t i o n  f o r  R e f l e c t i o n

Acknowledging God as Creator is a simple and sure way to remove 
the weight of stress from our lives. We are made; we are not 
expected to make life up as we go. The fact that we have a designer 
leads us to the truth that we are also given a destiny. We are not 
expected to handle life on our own; we are God’s responsibility. 

What is one action or attitude I can change in my life today 
that will help me to better reflect the image of God—my true 
identity?
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D A Y  1

God Rocks…the World
Genesis 1

If you’ve ever opened the Bible and started at the beginning, you’ve 
likely read this chapter! You’ve probably heard about scientists who 
think the universe began with a “big bang.” You might have heard 
that sometimes people of faith who believe in the creation story 
(which you can read in full in Genesis 1) argue with evolutionists— 
people who believe we all evolved from basic life forms. Some say 
a day was a literal twenty-four hours; others say it represents thou-
sands of years. Others get obsessed with figuring out exactly how 
old the earth and creation is.

Don’t get lost in the debate…Scripture came to us directly 
from God and it is truth we can rely on, no matter how you or 
your parents choose to interpret it. What we don’t want to miss is 
the Big Idea in Genesis: We’re made in God’s own image.

You. And I. We all were. 
Whether you grow up to be a model in a magazine—or not—

you were made in his image. “So God created mankind in his own 
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image, in the image of God he created them; male and female he 
created them” (Genesis 1:27).

We also resemble him in how we connect to others. Even if you 
were created an introvert (someone who is pretty happy hanging 

out alone, playing games or 
reading), you want to be close 
with your family members 
and have at least one or two 
friends. Our hearts encourage 
us to be nice to the shy new 
kid at school, or the lab part-
ner who cracks us up, or the 
guy on our team that seems 
a little sad, because we were 

designed to connect, rather than to be lonely. That in-built need is 
100% God. In YOU! In me!

So God knew us, even when we were still in our mother’s belly. 
He wanted us in this big, beautiful world he created. Because he 
loves us. 

IMAGINE THIS…

WHAT IF YOU WERE THERE TO SEE 
CREATION FOR YOURSELF?

Don’t get hung up about 

LOOKS. We resemble him 

in SPIRIT, and that’s what 

makes us all beautiful! Out 

of all of creation, we are the 

only creatures who have a 

spirit, a soul, that connects 

us forever with God.
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God Rocks…the World 6

I know this is going to be hard for you to believe but…here goes…I 
was one of a dozen kids that an angel took back in time, to watch 
creation unfold. This is how it came down…

I didn’t run and hide when I saw that gigantaur-of-a-dude filling 
my house’s front doorway, even when I noticed his weird glow…
even when I saw that over his huge NFL-size shoulders, there was 
a curve of wings. Yeah, I know. The guy had WINGS. It would’ve 
freaked me out more if he hadn’t looked at me with kind eyes that 
made me instantly feel known, understood, connected. All in a 
moment.

His name was Gabe and he was kind of scary. Scratch that, he 
was really scary. But he also had this expression of anticipation in 
every line of his cheeks and lips, like he was desperate to tell you 
something, and you’d better be ready to listen.

So even though my brain said run! I stayed where I was, all 
pounding-heart and wobbly knees.

“Jack of Colorado,” he said to me, with the same tone as a 
teacher, staring at me, “you have been chosen. What say you?”

I tried to swallow, but all the spit had dried up in my mouth. 
It was like I’d forgotten to drink water all day. Or a week. You have 
been chosen. His words seemed to echo in my head and in my chest 
too. “I…I know,” I managed to say. Somehow I did already. Like 
I’d been in on this plan all along. “But uh…for what?”
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7 TheGoodBook

That’s when he turned, and I saw the other kids waiting for us. 
Max, Tessa and Jumalia up front—who I’d meet first—but others 
too. From the looks of their clothes, they were from countries all 
around the world. About twelve, in total. I’d seen Afghanistan 
on the news. There was a kid in a white turban that I was pretty 
sure was from there. And my mom sent a donation every month 
to a family in Uganda. A girl in a bright, floral dress looked like 
she belonged in that picture that hung behind the magnet on our 
fridge.

“The Lord God on High has called you, Jack of Colorado, and 
you shall answer,” Gabe said, leaning forward a bit, with a smile 
tugging at his lips. Like he had the best secret ever.

“Called us to what exactly, Gabriel?” Tessa asked in her crisp, 
British accent. (It didn’t take me long to find out Tess was never 
afraid to ask him questions. It was like she was as old and confident 
as my mom in a twelve-year-old’s body.)

He straightened and looked at her, then over at all the rest 
as they crowded in to hear, and then at last, back to me. I let out 
a breath I’d found I’d been holding. I was freaking out on this 
inside, literally scared spitless, and yet my heart was pounding with 
excitement, anticipation.

“What do you think you’ve been called to, Jack?” Gabe asked, 
as if he sensed my fear. 

“I don’t know. But it feels like the first time I ever got on a 
plane to go someplace cool,” I said, lifting my hands.

The secretive smile was again on his lips and a carved wooden 
staff—curved at the top into a crook—appeared in one hand. His 
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God Rocks…the World 8

wings lifted and partially flared, and I saw that they were impossi-
bly huge, like bird wings built for a massive wrestler, and yet there 
was something delicate and shimmery, like my little sister’s fairy 
costume, too.  That was Gabe in a nutshell, I soon learned—almost 
too much one second, and almost nothing the next. It allowed him 
to dominate or disappear in the time it took to take half a breath.

“Oh, we’re going somewhere cool, all right,” he said, gesturing 
everyone closer on my front porch and looking each of us in the 
eye. “You are about to witness the beginning…the beginning of 
your everything.”

And with that he tapped his staff on my porch and we were all 
zapped into…

Nothing.
Totally black nothing. I had to tell myself to breathe. To not 

panic.
It was weird. My brain was saying I might want to panic. That 

if there was ever a good time to panic, this was it. After all, I’d only 
experienced this kind of darkness when my cousins thought it was 
funny to lock me in their Kansas basement—and turned out the 
lights. But that time I was scared…and angry. This…here…it was 
like I was floating, suspended, like astronauts in the space shuttle, 
and yet surrounded by a warm presence that made me feel totally 
safe. Peaceful.

“Uh, Gabe?” I said, having to really concentrate to form the 
words.

“Shh,” Jumalia said, as if from far away, when she was right by 
my ear, spinning. “Wait.”
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9 TheGoodBook

And she was right. Something big was about to—
“Let there be light.”
I wasn’t sure that I’d used my ears at all to hear those words 

spoken. And yet it was also recognizable, as if I’d always known it.
His voice. God’s.
God’s. Here. With us.
Like he’d always been.
But I hadn’t quite known it…or I’d forgotten it…or 

something…
I was almost lost in that thought, but I saw in the distance 

arcs of light begin to rise and fall and spin and swirl together and 
race toward us, above us, building and building and building in 
intensity…until I had to shut my eyes tight against the flash. It 
was so bright that I wondered if I’d be blinded, even as I felt the 
warmth wash over me.

I felt God’s pleasure before I quite recognized what it was. It 
was like sensing your grandpa begin to laugh before he uttered 
a sound. But there was just this total understanding of pure joy, 
washing through me, around me. 

“SKY,” God called out, “and ground,” he went on.
I dared to peek out, watching as we slowly sank from our sus-

pended state, floating gently down to sand beneath our bare toes. I 
didn’t know when I’d lost my shoes, but I was glad I had. The sand 
was warm and silky soft, and above us, the sky was bluer than the 
best Colorado-summer day.

I grinned, and looked at the other kids, and they were all grin-
ning too. Some were spinning, arms outstretched, staring upward. 
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God Rocks…the World 10

Others were hugging themselves. Some had tears streaming down 
their faces.

Night came, morning right after, all within a breath.
God commanded the land to grow, and all around us, trees 

and bushes sprouted and rose, taller than we were in seconds, 
towering over us a moment later, like some sort of whacked-out 
Jurassic Park taking shape. It was all so crazy-green, everything new 
and perfect, with leaves the deepest green possible and flowers and 
fruit that made it all seem to explode with every color possible.

“Oh, the smell of it!” Tessa said, inhaling as deeply as she 
could, even as I did the same. “Do you smell that, Jack?”

“Yeah!” I said, hating to waste breath on talking when I just 
wanted to take another deep whiff of it. It was like black, perfect 
soil turned up in a garden, and water from a mountain spring, and 
tropical flowers and yeasty bread right out of the oven, and piles 
of spices…all at once in our nostrils. (I know. It sounds weird. But 
I swear…it was perfect. I’d give you my X-box if I could go back 
and smell it once more.)

Another breath…another night…another morning.
And as cool as watching Insta-Earth-Garden grow…we stood 

there with our mouths hanging open as the sun and moon were 
formed, and began sinking and rising around us.

“Let the water teem with living creatures,” God’s rumbling 
voice commanded, and we stood there, awestruck as fish and sharks 
and dolphins and rays and whales set the water into a cauldron 
of bubbling blue-green water, hundreds, no thousands of them all 
hurtling into the air and back to the sea.
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“It’s like they’re celebrating,” I said.
“Well duh,” Max said, nudging me. “Wouldn’t you be? You 

were nothing a second ago. Now you’re alive! And here in this 
perfect sea!”

Birds came next. Geese and swallows and swans and humming-
birds and blue jays and a thousand other kinds I’d never seen before.

Another night. Another morning.
Zoo-explosion happened next. Every creature passed by us and 

ran into the forest or lazed about or meandered away. I blinked, 
wondering if I was imagining it all, but also recognizing that it was 
all real. One more whiff of the air told me it was totally real. (Let’s 
just say it was smelling like a cow pasture. But it was still good, so 
good.)

And then it was like God slowed down. Like he was consider-
ing something big. Almost as if he was conferring with Someone 
else. And instinctively, I knew there were others here. Besides Gabe 
and the other kids.

Like SOMEONE-someone. Multiples, and yet the same as 
God. Someone recognizable, like a distant relative that came to 
visit and all the adults clearly loved, but I had been too little to 
quite remember him from the last time.

“Logos,” Gabe explained quietly as he took a knee, clearly in 
awe. “The Word, who will be made flesh, in time. The Spirit. The 
Father. They are all the One who is here.”

“Let us make man in our own image,” God said, confirming 
what my heart—and Gabe—had told me. Us. “In our likeness,” 
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God Rocks…the World 12

God went on, “and let them rule over the fish of the sea and the 
birds of the air, over the livestock, over all the earth.”

And at that moment, as we watched Adam and Eve rise before 
us, we felt such joy from God that we all began to laugh. We felt 
his pleasure, his sense of victory and pride, so deep inside of us—all 
of us—that we all had tears streaming down our faces. We weren’t 
even embarrassed about it. We were too wrapped up in that epic, 
perfect moment to do anything but laugh, laugh so hard we could 
barely breathe as we sank to our knees next to Gabe and watched 
as the first man and woman on earth hugged and walked into the 
forest, hand in hand.

We were so wrapped up in the joy and wonder and perfection 
of it that it wasn’t later, much later, that we even noticed they were 
totally naked.

I know. Weird, right?
Just trust me. If you’d been there, you would’ve been exactly 

the same. We had no choice. It was bigger than anything we’d ever 
experienced. Sheer glory. So epic from the very beginning…

That it made me wonder what could possibly come next.
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13 TheGoodBook

T H E  S K I N N Y  O N  G E N E S I S  1

• God is creative, just like we are, and has done things that we 
could only dream about; he created a hummingbird with 
a heart that weighs 
less than an ounce but 
beats 800 times a min-
ute; and he also created 
a whale with a heart 
that weighs over a thousand pounds 

• God’s creation is vast; 
in the Amazon jungle, 
there are over 3,000 
known species of trees 

A thousand pounds! 
That’s the size of some 
compact cars!

3000? How many different 

plants can you count in your 

yard?
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God Rocks…the World 14

• We believe in God’s power to create with a verbal “make it 
happen”—he is all-powerful and it is in his nature to create. 
On Day 1, he created light and dark; on Day 2, he created 
sky and sea. On Day 3, he moved on to land and creatures. 
On Day 4, the sun, stars, moon and meteors. On Day 5, 
birds and fish entered the picture.

• What was his response? “And God saw that it was good” 
(Genesis 1:10, 1:12, 1:18, 1:21, 1:25)

• But he seemed most stoked about making man and woman, 
on Day 6. “God saw 
all that he had made, 
and it was VERY good” 
(Genesis 1:31).

• We’re not expected to handle life on our own; we are God’s 
responsibility. Kind of like we’re our parents’ responsibility. 
And he willingly took on that responsibility when he knit 
you together in your mother’s womb (Psalm 139), because 
he wants to “do life” with you.

It’s kind of like he was giving 

himself a high-five, huh?
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15 TheGoodBook

W H AT S T RU C K Y OU IN T H AT S T ORY ?

What do you think would be the coolest thing to witness being 
“born” into creation for the very first time? What day would you 
most want to be present to witness? Why? How do you think it 
impacts your life to be made in God’s image? Think of how it 
might be if we all wore uniforms that identified us as God’s child? 
Would it change how you acted or made choices? How so?

YOUR FUTURE STORY:

How do you think God wants to build his relationship with you? 
How can you learn more about him? How can you “do life” more 
with him all through the day, rather than just turning to pray to 
him when you’re stressed out, or when your parents encourage you 
to pray? He’s right here. With us. Ready to do life with us, all day 
long (and through the night too).

“God saw all that he had made, and it was very 
good.”

—Genesis 1:31
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